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This paper argues that, in light of the apparent settled nature of economists’
judgement on the issue of trade liberalization, the profession has stopped
thinking critically about the question and, as a consequence, makes poorquality arguments justifying their consensus. To develop support for this
claim, the paper first recounts what economic analysis can say about trade
liberalization. Then it analyses the quality of the arguments that economists
make in support of free trade. The paper argues that the standard argument
made by economists in favour of free trade is either incoherent or implicitly
imposes philosophical value judgements about what is good for a nation or
society, or it makes leaps of empirical faith about how the world works. The
paper concludes with suggestions for better arguments.

1. INTRODUCTION
Deconstruction: In popular usage the term has come to mean a critical
dismantling of tradition and traditional modes of thought. See also
postmodernism; poststructuralism.
Acknowledgements: For useful discussions and suggestions I would like to thank, without
implication, two anonymous referees, Ben Zissimos, John Weymark, John Vrooman,
John Siegfried, Dani Rodrik, Marc Muendler, Paul McNelis, Ramon Marimon, Andrea
Maneschi, John Oneal, Larry Karp, Joseph Frankenfield, Jonathan Eaton, Mario Crucini,
Robert Chirinko, Bill Collins, John Conley, Eric Bond, members of the Fordham University
Jesuit Scholastics Social Action Seminar, the Economics Faculty of the European University
Institute, and numerous commentators on Dani Rodrik’s blog.
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Economists’ views on free trade are more synchronous than on almost
any other policy question: they almost universally support free trade as a
policy. For example, Alan Blinder wrote in 2007:
Like 99% of economists since the days of Adam Smith, I am a free trader
down to my toes.1

Other economists have noted this widespread consensus as well. Carlos
Diaz-Alejandro (1975) wrote about ‘. . . the ultra-pro-trade-biased obiter
dicta of the professional mainstream . . .’ And Magee (1975), in writing
about why researchers might have a subconscious desire for empirical
justification of an assumption of satisfaction of the Marshall-Lerner
conditions, noted:
Since most international economists are free traders . . .

And Mankiw (2008) wrote:
Economists are, overwhelmingly, free traders. A 2006 poll of Ph.D. members
of the American Economic Association found that 87.5 percent agreed that
‘the U.S. should eliminate remaining tariffs and other barriers to trade’.

This remarkable consensus spans over two centuries, having held together
through enormous changes in the foundations of economic analysis. The
claim I make here is that, in light of the apparent settled nature of
economists’ judgement on the issue of trade liberalization, the profession
has stopped thinking critically about the question and, as a consequence,
makes poor-quality arguments justifying their consensus. That is, this
consensus is now an institution that, like some other institutions, can best
be described as ‘centuries of tradition, unmarred by progress’.2
To develop support for this claim, I first recount what economic
analysis can say about trade liberalization. Then I analyse the quality of
the arguments that economists make in support of ‘free trade’.3
In particular, I will look at how these arguments are posed
in textbooks and other writings aimed at students and other nonprofessional economists.
One critique I make of these arguments is that the standard argument
made by economists in favour of free trade is either incoherent or
1
2

3

As reported in The Wall Street Journal, Wednesday 28 March 2007, page A1, in an article
titled ‘Pain from free trade spurs second thoughts.’
I thank John Oneal for this description, which is sometimes used to describe military
institutions that, for example, use training techniques that lost their functional use
centuries ago, e.g. marching in formation.
The quotation marks signify that ‘free trade’ is, for most economists, a close substitute,
at least linguistically, for ‘trade liberalization’. Consider, for example, the title to Douglas
Irwin’s book: Free Trade under Fire (2002). The world has almost never had pure free trade,
so the more correct, but less pithy, title might have been ‘Trade liberalization under fire’.
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implicitly imposes philosophical value judgements about what is good
for a nation or society, or it makes leaps of empirical faith about how
the world works. It is incoherent or makes implicit value judgements in
as much as the argument simply says free trade is good for the nation
because it creates a bigger pie, even though some members of the nation
end up with less pie. Reinhardt (2011) described this argument as the
‘cattle-farm’ model of normative economics: the criterion by which we
judge what is good for a society is much like judging the success of a
cattle farm on the aggregate weight of the cattle, with no concern over the
weight of any individual cow. As he says:
The cattle-farm model then allows us to say, with a straight face, that if a
public policy bestows a gain of $2,000 on George but makes Martha $1,000
poorer, social welfare has been increased.
This dictum underlies the economist’s case for free trade.

The argument makes empirical leaps of faith if it assumes that somehow,
over time, everyone ‘on average’ is made better off, even though at any
moment some people might be hurt.
My critique goes beyond this, though. Consider a scene in the movie
Dead Poets Society, in which the all-boys-school poetry teacher portrayed
by the actor Robin Williams asks his students: What is the purpose of
language? They predictably answered: to communicate. Their teacher
then corrected them: the purpose of language, he claimed, is to ‘woo
women!’
Of course, in some contexts, wooing women is a worthy goal. But
scientific writing about policy issues shouldn’t be like writing poetry.
Unfortunately, most economic writing on the welfare implications of trade
are not a balanced weighing of the evidence or a critical evaluation of
the pros and cons of arguments, but rather are more akin to a zealous
prosecutor’s advocacy of a point of view. As such, this writing is designed
to persuade rather than to give the reader the information needed to form
an educated point of view. Much like the zealous prosecutor, economists
writing about the welfare effects of trade emphasize the arguments and
evidence that supports their case for free trade, and ignore or work to deemphasize the points not in their favour.
Samuelson (2004) provides a good summary description of what
appears to be the attitude of the economics profession towards the goal
of communicating what the discipline has to say about free trade:
Most noneconomists are fearful when an emerging China . . . causes
layoffs from good American jobs. . . . Prominent and competent mainstream
economists enter into the debate to educate and correct warm-hearted
protestors who are against globalization. (p. 135)
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The problem is that in their desire to ‘educate and correct’ non-economists
who frequently fail to appreciate that some good things can result from
free trade, the profession has ended up creating poor arguments that have
stifled policy debate.
My point is not that the economics profession is not on the side of
angels in the policy debate over trade liberalization – although I will
argue that a more careful argument should lead to a more nuanced
view – but that the argument is poorly made. This reflects negatively on
the credibility of the economics profession as a whole: critical thinkers
might believe all economic arguments are as poorly supported as is
the one in support of free trade; others might believe economists are
mere propagandists and handmaidens in service of some philosophical
or political goal. Furthermore, it obscures some key ideas that should be
part of a persuasive argument in support of free trade. And finally, it has
confused many people into false beliefs about what economic analysis
really says about the effects of international trade. For example, in the 30
January 2007 issue of the New York Times, on page C7 in an article titled
‘To mend the flaws in trade: economist wants business and social aims to
be in sync’, the journalist Louis Uchitelle writes:
Like most economists, Mr. Rodrik believes that unrestricted trade enriches
the participating nations, helping more people than it hurts.

Whether Dani Rodrik really ascribes to this view is not the point:
many people already believe, and others will infer from this statement,
that a logical implication of economic analysis is that more people are
helped than are hurt. While this may be true as an empirical proposition
(although I am not sure there is rigorous empirical evidence that this is
the case), I suspect that most non-economists aren’t so nuanced in their
understanding.
Even professional economists seem to have fallen prey to misconceptions about what economic analysis can tell us about the effects of free
trade. For example, in McClosky (1999), we find:
The subject, though, is the exchange of goods and services, Japanese autos
for American timber, . . . If exchange is a game, it resembles one in which
everyone wins, like aerobic dancing . . . Trade . . . is positive sum. . . . How
does an economist know? Because the trade was voluntary. . . .

I should note that a similar critique could perhaps be made about how
the profession responds to any event or policy that is a potential, but
not actual, Pareto improvement. For example, profit-driven technological
change is quite similar in its effects to trade liberalization: some people are
helped, others harmed, but the gains to the winners are greater than the
losses to the losers.
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As with free trade, such changes in economic circumstances seldom
draw critical thought anymore. For example, to call someone a Luddite
is to insult them with an implication that they do not understand the
virtues of technological progress. An attempt to argue that perhaps the
Luddites had a point – after all, it was their livelihood at stake – tends to
elicit comments from some other economists that suggest it is self-evident
that the Luddite position was wrong.4
At a more fundamental level, the denigration of Luddites reflects
a view that economists know ‘best’ about how societies should view
the trade-offs between material progress and equity. Some people have
different views about such trade-offs, though. Consider, for example, a
villager’s lament on the eve of the enclosure movement:
True, our system is wasteful, and fruitful of many small disputes. True, a
large estate can be managed more efficiently than a small one. True, pasturefarming yields higher profits than tillage. Nevertheless, . . . our wasteful
husbandry feeds many households where your economical methods would
feed few. . . . In our unenclosed village there are few rich, but there are few
destitute, save when God sends a bad harvest, and we all starve together.
We do not like your improvements which ruin half the honest men affected
by them. We do not choose that the ancient customs of our village should be
changed.5

Economic analysis does not tell us that this individual’s ideas about his
society were right or wrong: at best it can spell out the trade-offs between
current and future generations implicit in resistance to enclosure.
I focus on trade here, though, in part because of its larger literature
and its standing as a significant sub-discipline in economics.
Again, let me reiterate: the purpose of this note is not to argue that
protectionism is better than free trade, or that the status quo should be
awarded pride of place when considering economic policy. Rather, it is to
focus attention on the quality of argument brought to bear by economists
in defence of free trade. The hope is that this will encourage production of
better arguments about the issue.
In what follows I first recount what economic analysis says about
the effects of free trade. I then describe and critique what I call the
4

As an example, consider what Greg Mankiw, in his 28 May 2008 blog entry, had to say
about the critique of free trade in Driskill (2008) (http://gregmankiw.blogspot.com):
Note that the arguments . . . would also suggest that we economists should not be
so hard on the Luddites. After all, there are sometimes losers from technological
progress. And the original Luddites were precisely such losers. Yet I doubt that one
would find many thoughtful libertarians or utilitarians (or economists of any other
stripe) siding with the Luddite cause.

5

Tawney (1912, p. 409).
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standard economist’s argument for free trade – the argument found in
most textbooks and popular writings. Finally I provide some ideas on
what elements could contribute to better arguments in support of free
trade.
2. THE CHALLENGES FOR FREE-TRADE ADVOCATES THAT ARISE FROM
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
In this section I give what I believe is a non-controversial summary of
what economic analysis has to say about the effects of free trade, and
explain why this raises a challenge to free-trade advocacy. I sequence this
description to correspond with what I will argue later is the standard
development of the argument for free trade.
2.1 The aggregation of individual welfare issue
First, free trade affects relative prices, and these changes in relative
prices will in general help some agents within a country, i.e. make
them ‘winners’, and hurt others, i.e. make them ‘losers’. For example, an
increase in the world demand for beef would raise the relative price of beef
in a beef-exporting country such as Argentina. Argentinian beef producers
would benefit from this change in relative prices, while Argentinian beef
consumers who are not beef producers would lose. Only in special cases,
e.g. competitive models with no heterogeneity among agents, will this not
be true. This creates a challenge for free-trade advocates: when within a
group a change in economic circumstances creates winners and losers, it
is problematic to find a non-controversial criterion that allows us to say
that the aggregate effect, i.e. the effect on the group as a whole, is good or
bad.
Economists have long struggled with the problematic nature of what
one can say about aggregate welfare when some people are helped and
others are hurt. As documented in Irwin (1996, p. 179), this problem ‘came
to the forefront of academic discussions in the 1930s’.6
This flurry of intellectual activity led to the development of the Hicks–
Kaldor compensation criterion. In essence, this criterion is satisfied for
some change in economic circumstances when the gains to the winners are
sufficiently large that there exists a compensation scheme from winners to
losers that if carried out without use of any resources would make no one
worse off and at least some people better off.
The development of this criterion leads us to the second major
implication of economic analysis about the effects of trade: In models that
assume perfect competition, a change from autarky to free trade satisfies
6

Irwin (1996) provides an excellent overview of this debate in Chapter 12, ‘The welfare
economics of free trade’.
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the Hicks–Kaldor compensation criterion. This is sometimes described by
saying that free trade represents a potential Pareto improvement.
But satisfaction of the Hicks–Kaldor criterion by and of itself does not
make assessment of whether such a change is ‘good for the nation’ any
less problematic. For, without actual compensation taking place so as to
make no one worse off and, if not everyone, at least someone, better off,
economic analysis is still unable to aggregate across winners and losers to
calculate a net gain.
Hicks, one of its progenitors, acknowledged this and argued that
it must be augmented by an additional argument: if all changes in
economic circumstances that satisfy the compensation criterion, either
from technical changes or policy choices, are adopted, then, even though
a particular individual might be adversely affected by any particular
change, on average, over all such changes, that individual would come
out ahead.
Of course, the flaws in this criterion have been often pointed out.7
For example, an elderly worker in the US (or Israeli) textile industry in
the late twentieth century would unlikely have lived long enough to be a
net beneficiary of trade liberalization in that industry. Samuelson (1981)
pointed out the implicit assumptions in this use of the criterion as an
arbiter of ‘good for the nation’:
Heuristic theorem: Most technical changes or policy choices directly help
some people and hurt others. For some changes, it is possible for the winners
to buy off the losers so that everyone could conceivably end up better off
than in the prior status quo. Suppose that no such compensatory bribes or
side payments are made, but assume that we are dealing with numerous
inventions and policy decisions that are quasi-independent. Even if for each
single change it is hard to know in advance who will be helped and who will
be hurt, in the absence of known ‘bias’ in the whole sequence of changes,
there is some vague presumption that a hazy version of the law of large
numbers will obtain: so as the number of quasi-independent events becomes
larger and larger, the chances improve that any random person will be on
balance benefitted by a social compact that lets events take place that push
out society’s utility possibility frontier, even though any one of the events
may push some people along the new frontier in a direction less favorable
than the status quo.8

As Samuelson’s quote makes clear, the use of the compensation criterion
as an argument for a policy of free trade should not be thought of as based
on a straightforward logical implication of standard economic analysis.
Rather, there are numerous empirical leaps of faith (‘quasi-independent’,

7
8

See, for example, Zajac (1995, p. 74).
Samuelson (1981, p. 227).
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‘absence of known bias’, ‘hazy version’ and so on) that have to be made to
think of this as a reliable guide to good policies.
His description of the theorem as ‘heuristic’ also implies that he
believes this use of the Hicks–Kaldor compensation criterion is not to be
viewed as having solved the problematic nature of the problem of what is
good for the nation, but rather is to be used as a ‘guide’ to thinking about
policy.
Thus, the problematic nature of deciding what constitutes something
‘good for the nation’ when not all members of the nation are helped can
be called the aggregation of welfare challenge to free trade advocacy.
2.2 The distribution issue
Of course, there is a non-problematic criterion for evaluating whether a
change in economic circumstances benefits a group as a whole: if every
member benefits, then surely we can say the group is better off. That is, a
change in circumstances that leads to an actual Pareto improvement, i.e.
a change that makes no person worse off and makes at least one person
better off, is good for the group as a whole. Given the general result that
economic analysis does not provide a non-problematic way of aggregating
preferences, we ask the question: are there ways in which free trade leads
to an actual, rather than potential, Pareto improvement? We consider the
two most-discussed possibilities.
2.2.1 The possibility of compensation . One way in which free trade
could lead to an actual Pareto improvement would be if the requisite
compensation were actually paid from winners to losers and the process of
compensation did not use up so many resources as to create a net loss. On
the face of it, this seems to be an unlikely actual possibility. First, providing
compensation may be politically difficult. Second, actually identifying
winners and losers would undoubtedly be difficult, would surely require
the use of real resources as a government sets up and runs the necessary
bureaucracies, and might induce serious deleterious incentive effects.
Nothing in our theory tells us that the gains from trade must outweigh
such costs of redistribution.
Samuelson (1966) made this point long ago. Within that paper, in
Section VII titled ‘A warning about feasibility’, he asked:
What in the way of policy can we conclude from the fact that trade is a
potential boon? As I pointed out in my 1950 paper, we can actually conclude
very little.

He supposed ‘as is the simple truth’, that ideal lump-sum transfers are not
available. Then, feasible redistributions give rise to ‘substitution and other
effects’ such that autarky could be preferable to free trade. He claimed
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this shows ‘how difficult must be any rigorous interpretation of ‘potential
improvement’’.
Of course, in basic models such as the Specific Factors or Heckscher–
Ohlin–Samuelson, identification of winners and losers seems more
straightforward, e.g. capital and labour in the HOS model. Thus, if these
are the relevant models, there is more promise of a relatively costless
way to carry out compensation. But current research emphasizes that
heterogeneity in more recent models generates winners and losers in more
nuanced ways than found through the usual aggregate channels. For
example, Artuc et al. (2010) found differential effects of trade liberalization
depending on the age and human capital of the individuals affected, while
Krishna and Senses (2009) found import penetration to have important
effects on income risk, for which compensation is arguably harder to
compute.9
This presumption that in actual economies it would be difficult to
actually transfer the appropriate resources from winners to losers so as
to make free trade an actual Pareto improvement provides what I will call
the compensation challenge.
2.2.2 The heterogeneity issue and choice of models . Another way in which
one could argue that free trade leads to actual Pareto improvements
would be to point to specific models for which this would be true.
The challenge for economic analysis, though, is that models for which
free trade generates an actual Pareto improvement generally have
assumptions about heterogeneity that are not likely observed in actual
economies. That is, every agent within an economy would have to be
identical in every economic aspect – tastes, resources, and productive
abilities – which seems on the face of it unrealistic.10
But unrealistic assumptions are never the death knell for a model.
What matters are predictions, and the prediction of these models is that
every person is made better off by trade, an implication soundly rejected
by fact. Thus, observing that in such models free trade generates actual
Pareto improvements has nothing directly to tell us about whether free
trade in actual economies is a good thing.
Existence of an actual Pareto improvement as opposed to a potential
Pareto improvement makes a much stronger case for the benefits of free
trade. But clearly, to argue that free trade is better than autarky on the basis
of one of these models means that you think the additional assumptions
about a lack of heterogeneity among agents are appropriate. Furthermore,
9
10

Other studies include Lileeva and Trefler (2010), which found low-productivity plants
grew faster after liberalization.
The classic description of an actual endowment economy in which trade arose is Radford
(1945), which illustrated clearly how even prisoners of war from the same country had
great variety in tastes.
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one must be able to explain why actual economies that engage in trade
liberalization appear to always have some losers as well as winners. I will
refer to this as the heterogeneity challenge.
These implications provide a challenge to anyone who would like to
judge whether a change in a nation’s economic circumstances is good for
the nation.
3. THE CRITIQUE OF THE ECONOMIST’S ARGUMENT
I will document below that the standard argument for free trade makes
rhetorical choices that, at best, leave critical thinkers confused or, at worst,
obfuscate the implicit value judgements and leaps of faith about how the
world works that are being made in the argument. By the sequencing of
their arguments, by choice of wording, by the use of misleading analogies,
and by emphasizing model implications and empirical evidence that
display the benefits of free trade while ignoring or down-playing equally
logical implications and evidence that does not support the free trade
position, the advocates of free trade have created an incomplete and
misleading case.
3.1 The starting point: an appeal to authority on the
aggregation challenge
I start by seeing how most undergraduate texts and popular writings by
economists begin making the case for free trade. As noted, here one would
hope for the best analysis the profession has to offer. The starting point is
much like that found in Krugman and Obstfeld (2009), where early in this
best-selling undergraduate textbook they set the tone with the following
statement:11
While nations generally gain from trade, however, it is quite possible that
international trade may hurt particular groups within nations . . . . (p. 4, their
italics)

That is, they assert that free trade is good for the nation, but note that
it may not be good for every member of that nation. By starting the
discussion of free trade with such an unqualified assertion, the authors
suggest that the concept of ‘gains for a country’ is not problematic, and
that there is only the task of proving the assertion in the body of the text.
Are non-textbook writings different? Take, for example, the Op-ed
column by Edward Prescott in the Thursday, 15 February 2007 Wall Street
Journal, titled ‘Competitive Cooperation’.12
11
12

We will tend to focus on this textbook for our examples not because we think it is a bad
text, but because it is so widely used.
p. A19.
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Prescott starts his column as follows:
Of all the thankless jobs that economists set for themselves when it comes
to educating people about economics, the notion that society is better off
if some industries are allowed to wither, their workers lose their jobs, and
investors lose their capital – all in the name of globalization – surely ranks
near the top.

I take this statement to mean that he views as a job of the economics
profession the teaching to non-economists the ‘fact’ that free trade is good
for the society as a whole, even though some people are hurt.
What criterion does Prescott use for deciding when a change in
economic circumstance is good for society? He implies that it is something
like average welfare when he writes:
But broadly speaking – and these broad operating principles matter – those
countries that open their borders to international competition are those
countries with the highest per capita income.

Perhaps he really has a more nuanced view, and simply believes that
a thorough exposition of such a view is beyond the scope of an OpEd column. After all, he later uses fuzzier notions when he writes that
openness is ‘the key to bringing developing nations up to the standard
of living enjoyed by citizens of wealthier nations’, and that ‘countries
that commit to competitive borders will ensure a brighter economic future
for their citizens’ (italics mine). But the evidence he brings to bear in
support of his view that free trade is good is simply a comparison of per
capita GDP growth for areas of the globe that have had different levels of
protectionism. I think it is clear that he implies that there is no aggregation
of welfare problem for economic analysis.
Or consider what the University of Rochester’s Stephen Landsburg
wrote in a 16 January 2008 Op-Ed column in the New York Times, titled
‘What to Expect When You’re Free Trading’:
All economists know that when American jobs are outsourced, Americans
as a group are net winners. What we lose in lower wages is more than offset
by what we gain through lower prices. In other words, the winners can more
than afford to compensate the losers.

Again, I think it is clear that Landsburg is claiming that mere satisfaction
of the Hicks–Kaldor compensation criterion is enough to argue that the
nation is better off with free trade.
Thus, the standard argument for free trade thus begins with an
appeal to authority, e.g. ‘all economists know . . .’, that implies the nonaggregation challenge has been settled by the economics profession. To
begin the argument for free trade with such a misleading – or, at best,
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confusing – claim seems clearly a rhetorical choice that short-circuits
critical thinking by the non-economist readers.
To strengthen this criticism, consider how economists in other subdisciplines grapple with the same issue that arises in trade: what is one
to say about society in the face of changes in economic circumstances that
help some and hurt others? In contrast to the international trade literature,
the work of economists in other sub-disciplines addresses this issue
head-on.
For example, Edith Stokey and Richard Zeckhauser (1978) point out
that there is an ‘inability to find unassailable criteria for resolving conflicts
on social policy’.13
With this impossibility in mind, they introduce the Hicks–Kaldor
compensation criterion, point out the obvious problems with it as a
straightforward non-problematic criterion for assessing whether a change
in circumstances is ‘good for society’, and finish with a description of
Hick’s justification based on the grounds that over time things averaged
out for a net benefit for any one person.
But they point out the features of Hicks’ ‘over time’ interpretation that
informed Samuelson’s description of it as a ‘heuristic theorem’. They then
go on to discuss what they see as a consensus view among policy makers
of ‘distributional guidelines’ that help them grapple with whether or not a
proposed change in economic circumstances should be considered ‘good
for the group as a whole’. Among others, these guidelines include:
1. A change should be allowed or implemented when the Hicks–Kaldor
criterion is satisfied and the winners and losers are in roughly
similar circumstances and the changes in well-being are ‘not of great
magnitude’. They illustrate this by a description of a librarian who
buys more gardening books than ornithology books because the
existing gardening books circulate more than twice as often as the
ornithology books.
2. ‘It is not clear’ if a change should be allowed or implemented if such
a change benefits some groups only by imposing ‘significant’ costs on
others.
They finally point out that, given the problematic nature of resolving
conflicts about what constitutes a change in circumstance that is good for
the society as a whole, people have focused on whether the process by
which such conflicts are resolved is ‘legitimate’.14

13
14

See p. 283 of A Primer for Policy Analysis (1978).
Rodrik (1997) is the only trade economist known to me who has focused on the
importance to people of process legitimacy.
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Hausman and McPherson (2009) suggest that among most economists
interested in public policy the problematic nature of the compensation
criterion is well understood, as evidenced by their quote:
Furthermore, the extent to which people’s preferences will actually be
satisfied as the result of building a bridge or implementing a safety
standard also depends on the distribution of income. So net benefit captures
just one component of policy evaluation. It is not meant to be the sole
criterion. Welfare economists usually assume that net benefit is an important
consideration in policy choice and the consideration to which economics has
the most to contribute, but they do not deny that there are other relevant
considerations. (p. 19)

Zajak (1995) discusses the issue in terms of how he thinks legislators
and regulators take account of ‘fairness’ issues when contemplating
policy. He emphasizes that, along with Hicks–Kaldor compensation, these
people take account of such things as the inherent fairness of status
quo property rights, societal insurance against large economic loss from
exogenous economic changes, and removal of ‘significant’ inefficiencies
that benefit ‘special interests’. And somewhat like Stokey and Zeckhauser,
he points out that notions of fairness with respect to decision processes are
important to people who are affected by and who make economic policy.
Thus, when advocates of free trade choose begin their argument with
the dubious claim that they, as authorities, can vouch for the economics
profession’s success in figuring out what makes an economic policy ‘good
for the nation’, they are using rhetorical devices that put them firmly in
the ‘wooing women’ camp of argumentation.
3.2 Addressing the distribution issue
Textbooks address the distribution issue by first analysing the Ricardian
model, which implies that free trade leads to an actual Pareto
improvement. That is, they analyse a model in which there is no
distribution issue, and point out that in that model everybody wins from
free trade. They then introduce models with heterogeneity, e.g. the Specific
Factors model, or the Heckscher–Ohlin–Samuelson model, which requires
them to address issues of distribution, which they do with a variety of
cognitive devices and off-the-cuff analyses.
3.2.1 The irrelevance of the argument based on Ricardo . After asserting
that free trade is good for the nation, most textbooks then develop
the two-country two-good Ricardian model and the associated idea
of comparative advantage. As usually presented, this model assumes
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that labour, the only factor of production, is perfectly mobile and that
production takes place under constant returns to scale.15
The theorem developed states: if the pattern of trade is determined
by comparative advantage, then no one (in either country) can be hurt by
trade and some people are made better off.16
The appeal of this model as a basis for promoting free trade is surely
based in part on the readily understood individual-model analogies that
illustrate the concept of comparative advantage. Almost everyone can
understand the logic of why a professional golfer such as Tiger Woods
should not weed whack his yard, or why an incredibly good typist who is
also a brain surgeon should hire a typist and specialize in surgery. But are
these analogies to the point?
Of course not. The analogies help us understand the model, and help
us understand the benefits of individual specialization along the lines of
comparative advantage. But the model is inappropriate for thinking about
actual trade situations in which people are not identical, i.e. situations in
which people have differentiated abilities and opportunities for adapting
to changing circumstances.
At the end of the day, what is the argument for free trade that is based
upon the Ricardian model? It says: we have a model that implies free trade
is good for everyone. Of course, anyone who pays attention to current
events or is familiar with a little history knows that actual cases of trade
liberalization do hurt some people. Hence, if we are looking for a model
to address the question of whether, in actual economies, free trade is good
for the nation as a whole, this is not a good one.
In an article titled ‘Reconsidering Free Trade’, Hahn (1998) made
similar points. He set out in that paper to ‘reconsider whether on balance
economic theory can make a convincing case for free trade’.17
He developed the textbook Ricardian model, and then went on
to point out ‘a number of important assumptions and simplifications
. . . which need to be firmly kept in mind’. He concluded that only if
‘losers’ from trade can be identified and compensated can there be any
propositions such as ‘country A is better off under free trade’.
Two further points. This critique is not a critique of the use of
simplified models to help us organize thought and understand the world.
15

16

17

The assumption of perfect intersectoral mobility is also used in more complicated models,
e.g. in the Heckscher–Ohlin model, and is crucial for obtaining unequivocal gains from
trade.
As pointed out by Maneschi (2004), this textbook treatment of Ricardo is actually wrong:
Ricardo surely had a specific-factors model in mind that informed his thinking, the fixed
coefficients he used being an example of an equilibrium. Maneschi further documents this
by pointing out Ricardo’s detailed discussions of the distributional effects of free trade on
landowners, owners of capital, and labour.
Page 13, first paragraph.
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The Ricardian model does help us understand some things about the
world, e.g. the pattern of trade in a world of perfect competition. But the
implications of the model for ‘gains from trade’ should not be used as an
argument in favour of a policy of free trade: it is just not the right model
for helping us think about this question.
Second, many economists claim that the Ricardian model is a
necessary antidote to the arguments of Philistines in the world who
believe that all trade, whether between two individuals or between two
countries, must be a zero-sum game. I would argue that the appropriate
use of the Ricardian model is then to counter the zero-sum argument
about trade between two individuals. It is simply over-reaching to try and
use this model to counter the zero-sum argument about trade between
countries, and it destroys the profession’s credibility: the student who,
having diligently learned the ‘free trade is good’ lesson of the Ricardian
model, and who realizes later in life that the individual analogy is a poor
one for countries, might be tempted to dismiss all the economics learned
at that earlier age.
Finally, one might think that this model is not being used to promote
the idea that free trade is good, but is rather being used to develop the
idea of comparative advantage. But in textbooks such as Feenstra and
Taylor (2008), we find that the authors first assert that free trade is ‘good
for the nation’ in the context of their development of the Ricardian model
in Chapter 2. They conclude from their analysis that:
. . . both countries gain from trade’. (p. 6)

They are not implying that this is a model-specific result that must be
interpreted with care, as evidenced by how they segue to a statement
about more complicated models:
Even if there are overall gains for a country, some factors might gain as . . .
other factors . . . lose . . . (p. 7)

By simply stating that in these more complicated models in which some
people lose there are still ‘overall gains’, they clearly intend for the reader
to take away from the Ricardian model that ‘overall gains’ is a relevant
lesson about the gains from trade.
My view that the free-trade advocates in the economics profession
really want people to take from the Ricardian model an important lesson
about the benefits of free trade in actual economies is shared by the noted
health economist Uwe Rheinhardt, who in his New York Times blog entry
on 4 March 2011, writes the following in a discussion about the argument
for free trade:
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. . . the classic illustration of comparative advantage proposed by the 19th
century British economic commentator David Ricardo – a model that is still
the basis for the free-trade case in our textbooks – . . . (italics mine).

Of course, as noted, anyone who pays attention to current events –
or current research – knows that actual cases of trade liberalization do
hurt some people. After developing the Ricardian model, textbooks do
acknowledge that, in actual economies, trade creates winners and losers,
and thus quickly move on from the Ricardian model to richer models
that account for this fact. But by arguing first that the Ricardian model
teaches appropriate lessons about ‘gains from trade’, they are implicitly
arguing that the problematic nature of the concept of gains from trade in
the more realistic models is not something to worry about. Thus, they are
encouraging readers not to think critically about the implications of these
more realistic models.
3.2.2 Addressing the distribution issue with heterogeneous-agent models .

Having acknowledged that more complicated – and relevant – models
imply that trade creates winners and losers, textbooks move on to
explicate these more complicated models. These might be the specific
and mobile factors model, or the Hecksher–Ohlin model, or even the
endowment economy model in which residents of a country have
different tastes. To come to grips with the distribution issue that arises
in these models, they generally make unsubstantiated claims about how
one should think about what ‘good for the nation’ means, and introduce
cognitive devices with language that misleads readers concerning what
lessons should be learned from them.
For example, after introducing models that imply some individuals
are likely to be hurt by trade, Krugman and Obstfeld (2009, pp. 72–73)
then get around to pointing out the problematic nature of the concept of
‘gains from trade’. Their answer to this problem is to assert:
A better way to assess the overall gains from trade is to ask a different
question: Could those who gain from trade compensate those who lose, and
still be better off themselves? If so, then trade is a source of potential gain
for everyone. (p. 72)18

Note the use of ‘better’. They do not elaborate on why this is a better way,
or even claim that they will at some point elaborate on why this is better.
The reader is left to conclude that the authors – acknowledged experts in
economics – have this all figured out.
18

Also see Caves et al. (2007, pp. 27–28), where they first acknowledge the problematic
nature of ‘what can be said about the community as a whole’ and then quickly add that,
because of this, ‘the economist is tempted to ask about the possibility of compensation
so that all parties can gain by the move’. Why this mere possibility means the change in
circumstance is good for the community is never fleshed out.
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3.2.2.1 Community indifference curves and national budget constraints
At this point, if not earlier, textbooks frequently introduce the concept of
community indifference curves, and show how free trade puts a nation
on a higher indifference curve. For example, Feenstra and Taylor (2008)
introduce community indifference curves earlier, in their chapter on the
Ricardian model, with no discussion of the strong assumptions necessary
to make for this concept to be an accurate representation of aggregate
preferences. Alternatively, other textbooks at this point argue that there
exists a compensation scheme that redistributes goods from winners to
losers so that everyone could be (hypothetically) better off under free trade
than under autarky.
For example, to prove that it is possible for the winners to
compensate the losers, Krugman and Obstfeldt (2009) point out that
the aggregate budget constraint for the economy as a whole includes
consumption pairs that include more of both goods than does the autarkic
production/consumption point.19 They conclude:
This shows, then, that it is possible to ensure that everyone is better off as a
result of trade. (p. 73)

This of course is not quite right. First, an aggregate budget constraint
is not like an individual’s budget constraint in the following sense: an
individual’s budget constraint can legitimately be thought of as describing
a menu of possibilities, while an aggregate budget constraint cannot.
An aggregate budget constraint reflects individual choices, but to be
interpreted as a menu of possibilities requires us to think about how a
government or society could move aggregate consumptions along the
constraint. As noted earlier, such movements may be politically difficult,
surely would require the use of real resources as a government sets up and
runs the necessary bureaucracies, and might induce serious deleterious
incentive effects. Again, nothing in our theory tells us that the gains from
trade must outweigh such costs of redistribution, and the earlier quote
from Samuelson (1966) remains telling.20
In summary, what Krugman and Obstfeld have done is to introduce
the idea of the compensation principle as the appropriate criterion – a
‘better way’ – for assessing whether a free trade policy is desirable, but
have not made an argument for why this is so. A thoughtful reader is
likely to be confused: why argue that the mere existence of hypothetical
19

20

On page 66, they develop a two-good model and show that the value of imports must
equal the value of exports. They call the equation that describes this equality as the budget
constraint for that country.
Krugman and Obstfeld is not the only textbook that treats an aggregate budget constraint
as if it were a menu of choices. See, for another example, Feenstra and Taylor (2008, p. 43),
where they assert: ‘We can think of the world price line as a new budget constraint for the
country under international trade.’
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redistributions of income is a good criterion? For the argument that
free trade is a good policy to be persuasive, the development of the
compensation principle must be followed by further arguments about
why this can inform, but not conclude, thought on this topic.
Clearly, Krugman and Obstfeld understand that there is a problem
with a hypothetical criterion, because they go on to immediately say that
while everyone could gain, not everyone actually does. And they point
out that, given this reality, economists still ‘do not generally stress the
income distribution effects of trade’ (p. 74). By feeling the need to give
additional reasons beyond the compensation criterion, they imply that the
compensation principle is not reason by itself to argue that free trade is
good. And their discussion of why economists do not generally address
the distribution challenge is, I claim, likely to confuse readers even more.
3.2.2.2 The arguments for why economists stress potential gains rather
than possible losses As representative of other (and most) international
economists, Krugman and Obstfeld give three reasons why economists,
while aware of the losses imposed on some members of the nation by
a change from protectionism to free trade, generally support free trade.
The first two reasons are inconsistent: they cannot both be good reasons.
And the third reason only has force if in fact the problematic nature of
‘gains from trade’ has been settled. I think these reasons are not persuasive
justifications for the support of free trade by economists.
Point one starts by noting that every change in a nation’s economy
creates winners and losers. Krugman and Obstfeld then note that if every
change were only allowed after examination for distributional effects,
‘economic progress could easily end up snarled in red tape’. By equating
these changes with ‘economic progress’, I assume that they are referring to
changes that are potential Pareto improvements, i.e. changes that satisfy
the compensation principle. Of course, as argued above, this concept of
‘economic progress’ is not persuasive without a further development of
why existence of a potential Pareto improvement is a good criterion for
assessing whether a change in economic circumstance is a good thing. But
note that this point does seem to be arguing that actual redistribution may
more than offset the improvements that might accrue from the economic
change (‘snarled in red tape’).
Point two argues that it is better to allow trade and compensate
those hurt. They say this would be true of other forms of economic
change as well. This is subject to the critique developed above about
why the compensation criterion needs to be thought of as a hypothetical
redistribution: we have no theoretical assumption that the costs of
redistribution don’t outweigh the benefits of the change in economic
circumstances. And furthermore, this point stands in direct contradiction
to point one!
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In addition, the logic of this point is that economists should always
advocate a joint policy of free trade and compensation schemes that
cushion losses. But in reality, such choices of joint policies may not
be available because of political costs. In practice, adoption of freer
trade policies frequently seems to entail simultaneous adoption of
other inefficient policies. For example, legislative support of CAFTA by
representatives of districts where sugar beets were an important crop was
‘bought’ by subsidies to production of sugar beets into ethanol.21
Thus, the logic of these two points seems to be: on the one hand, we
should ignore the problem of losers because of the costs of compensation;
on the other hand, the problem of losers is so important that we should
only advocate free trade as part of joint policy which insures potential
losers. These can’t both be correct. Again, it appears to me that noneconomists can only make sense of this dichotomy if they have seen the
‘fleshed out’ arguments about why the compensation principle should
inform one’s thinking about policy.
Finally, the third point says that losers from free trade are better
organized politically than those who stand to gain. The economist’s role is
to provide a counterweight to this political bias by ‘pointing to the overall
gains’. This has force only if the case for ‘overall gains’ has been made,
which, I argue, has not yet been done in the traditional arguments as
presented in popular writings by economists and in textbooks.
What could account for the juxtaposition of these partiallycontradictory points? It seems to me that it is simply an uncritical view of
the rightness of a policy of free trade, a view that no longer invites critical
thinking from the promulgators of this view.
3.3 Other rhetorical choices
3.3.1 Cherry-picking implications: the ‘lower price’ fallacy . Consider the

following quote from Krugman and Obstfeld (2006):
There is widespread sympathy in the United States for restrictions on
imports of garments and shoes, even though the restrictions raise consumer
prices. (p. 70)

Or consider the discussion between ‘Dave’ (Ricardo) and ‘Ed’ in Russell
Roberts’ fable of a return by Ricardo to the USA in 1959, The Choice: A
Fable of Free Trade and Protectionism (2001). Ed owns a television-producing
firm, and is considering supporting a presidential nominee (in 1960)
who favours protectionism. A key part of the story is a discussion by
Ricardo (illustrated by a trip to the future in the year 2005) of how
21

This happened before anyone could argue that such subsidies were really efficient because
of purported positive externalities.
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resources that were used to produce televisions have been released to
produce pharmaceuticals, which are exported. At one point, Ed and
Ricardo engage in a conversation about the effects of a tariff on televisions
(Chapter 7, ‘Do Tariffs Protect American Jobs?’). Dave convinces Ed that
a $25 tariff will raise the price of a television by $25. Dave points out
that this makes consumers of televisions worse off, and argues that the
efficient policy would not do this, but would allow TV imports that free
up resources to work in a pharmaceutical plant.
This line of argument that says ‘consumers’ benefit from free trade
because of lower prices is ubiquitous: news stories frequently make this
point, as did a Wall Street Journal article that pointed out the benefit to
consumers of lower prices for baby clothes that would arise if restrictions
on Chinese imports were eliminated.22
The question not asked, in Krugman and Obstfeld, in the imaginary
dialogue between Dave and Ed, and in newspaper articles, is: would
other prices be higher without protectionism? The answer is most likely
yes. Consider the question not asked in the dialogue about the higher
price of TVs under protectionism: what is the price of pharmaceuticals
under TV protectionism, relative to free trade? The answer, given the
assumptions Russell makes about increasing marginal costs and upwardsloping supply functions, is that they are lower.
This of course is a fairly general proposition. Tariffs, by changing
relative prices, move an economy along the PPF, leading to a lower
quantity supplied of some other goods. This implies that the relative
price of these other goods has gone down. Put another way, the Lerner
symmetry theorem alerts us that exports pay for imports. Under most
conditions, this will mean that fewer imports will lead to fewer exports,
and a lower price for these exports, i.e. leads to a movement towards lower
quantity along the export-good supply curve.
Economists are fond of invoking the ‘exports pay for imports’
argument to point out that protectionism might save import-competingsector jobs but also logically entails loss of export-sector jobs. But the
‘exports pay for imports’ argument also implies something about prices
as well. The observation that the prices of televisions are higher with
protection does not necessarily imply consumers are worse off. Surely
there are some consumers who don’t care about televisions but do buy
medicines. Likewise for the case of clothing: consumers of clothing pay a
higher price for clothing under protectionism, but a lower price for some
exported good, e.g. food.
Again, Samuelson (1939) made this point long ago. In this paper, he
first showed gains from trade for an economy with identical consumers.
22

‘Imports Help Consumers – if Not Politicos’, by David Wessel, Wall Street Journal,
25 March 2004, Thursday, Section A, Page 2.
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But he went on to discuss ‘more realistic cases where individuals are not
all alike’ (p. 203). About this more realistic case, he said:
The introduction of changed prices leading to trade cannot, of course,
be expected always to better each and every individual. After trade, the
prices of items chiefly consumed by a particular individual may have risen,
making him worse off.23

What is especially disconcerting is that our textbooks do point out that
changes in relative prices in general hurt some consumers. For example,
textbooks generally point out that in both the Specific Factors and HOS
models some identifiable groups, e.g. workers, or capitalists, lose from
relative-price changes: their real incomes fall, whether measured in units
of the good whose relative price has risen or in units of the good whose
relative price has fallen. But this general result seems forgotten when a
partial-equilibrium (apparent) result that supports free trade is available.
3.3.2 The use of analogies and metaphors to persuade . A favoured analogy
used to make the argument for free trade comes from Adam Smith:
What is prudent in the conduct of every family can scarce be folly in that
of a great kingdom. If a foreign country can supply us with a commodity
cheaper than we can ourselves make it, better buy it of them with some part
of the produce of our own industry, employed in a way in which we have
some advantage . . .24

As with analysing the usefulness of any analogy as an aid to thought,
we must ask in what ways families and countries are similar and in what
ways different. The key insight of this analogy concerns specialization and
the division of labour: a family that was forced to be self-sufficient would
undoubtedly be worse off than that same family in a world in which
members could specialize. The Ricardian model gives us a formalization
of when the same is true of a country.
But families and countries are different in ways that makes false the
glib assertion that ‘what is prudent . . . of every family . . . can scarce be
folly . . . in . . . a great kingdom’. Families are composed of relatively small
numbers of intimately connected individuals. A move from autarky to
trade might create some ‘losers’, but these could be easily identified and
compensated. This is just not the case for a nation with many millions of
individuals.25
23

24
25

Samuelson went on to note that this result does not affect the theorem that every
individual could be made better off with a costless mechanism for redistribution. But his
view on the applicability of this result is captured by his summarization: ‘This ensures
that by Utopian co-operation everyone can be made better off as a result of trade.’
Smith (1776, p. 457).
Irwin (1996, p. 219) makes this point, noting that ‘countries are composed of different
individuals, not all of whom may reap the benefits from free trade’. It appears he still
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Another often-invoked metaphor is that found in Bastiat’s Petition of
the Candle Makers. In this satire, candle makers were said to petition the
legislature for relief from ‘unfair competition’ from the sun. The position
of the candle makers is undoubtedly supposed to be analogous to the
position of advocates of tariffs and quotas in that their narrow self-interest
is opposed to the interest of the general public.
But notice the subtle framing of this satire: the status quo here is free
light from the sun for everyone. In the satire, candlemakers are petitioning
to take away from non-candlemakers something important that they
have historically been given for free. The candlemakers are attempting to
improve their position vis-à-vis the status quo. They epitomize a greedy
special interest that is attempting to impose significant losses on many
people.
But in most cases in which import-competing industries ask for
protection, the status quo is a level of employment and profits – and
prices – that are now being threatened. The petitions in these cases are
trying to protect the status quo benefits of a small concentrated group, at
slight potential individual cost to many people. This is certainly different
from the Bastiat scenario.
There is much about which this metaphor can teach, but it is not that
‘free trade is good’. It fails to grapple with the fundamental question that
must be addressed about the beneficence of free trade, namely, what can
one say when some members of society are helped and others hurt?
3.3.3 What about all those empirical studies? . Most empirical studies
quantifying gains from trade rely on some version of showing the
consumption-possibilities frontier moves out, or implicitly assume there
exists some representative citizen, i.e. Samuelson’s aforementioned ‘less
realistic’ case of identical individuals (Samuelson 1939). Is this sound?
Consider the analogous idea of saying the USA is better off in 2007 than
four years earlier because GDP has grown. If, as some assert, all of this
growth has been accounted for by growth of income for people in the
upper parts of the income distribution, partly at the expense of those in the
lower parts, is GDP the right measure of ‘good for the nation’? Reasonable
people surely can disagree on this question.
Of course, a claim has been made that there is much empirical
evidence about the gains from trade. Irwin (2002) wrote:
The economic case for trade, however, is not based on outdated theories in
musty old books. The classic insights . . . have been refined and updated
. . . More importantly . . . economists have gathered extensive empirical

finds the analogy persuasive, though, because he uses it without caveat in his later book,
Free Trade under Fire.
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evidence that contributes appreciably to our understanding of free trade.
(p. 21)

Some of the empirical evidence that Irwin (2002) reviews is subject to the
above critique. Some, though, is evidence about the ‘refined and updated’
insights. For example, he points out that trade might be expected to lead
to an expanded range of consumer and intermediate varieties available
to the domestic economy. He also points out that trade contributes to
productivity growth because it serves as a conduit for the transfer of
foreign technologies and because it forces domestic industries to become
more efficient, and he provides references to studies that support this
view.
Leamer (2007) also addresses the contribution of trade to what he calls
‘the mobility of ideas’.26 He points out that ‘stowaway ideas’ travel with
goods and services and lead to technological progress. He claims that after
the Second World War, one-third of the globe formed a trading network
and the other two-thirds looked inward. He argues that the technological
progress created in the trading group left the other two-thirds so far
behind that they eventually abandoned their inward-looking strategies.
Finally, in his Op-Ed column, Prescott (2007) argued that research
provides evidence that competitive barriers are the reason that one part
of Leamer’s inward-looking group, Latin America, had growth over the
period 1950–2001 that lagged far behind that of Europe, the USA and Asia.
I would not claim that increased variety and ‘stowaway ideas’ are
not part of the gains that countries reap from participation in the global
economy. I would point out, though, that there have been thoughtful
criticisms of the evidence about these and related gains, and that the
evidence is more qualified than is sometimes claimed.
First of all, consider the wide criticism of the inward-looking importsubstitution industrialization (ISI) strategies of Latin-American postSecond World War economies, in which tradition are Leamer’s (2007)
and Prescott’s (2007) points. As noted by Diaz-Alejandro (1975), growth
rates for many Latin American economies that followed ISI strategies
were, at least until 1973, quite good. Furthermore, he argued that there
was persuasive evidence that many LDC import-substituting industries
were not as ‘inefficient, uncompetitive, and economically stagnant’ as the
many critics of ISI portrayed them to be. Cardosa and Helwege (1992,
p. 11) assess the evidence as follows:
Import substitution industrialization played a successful role in fomenting
Latin America’s high growth rates prior to the 1980s, but it erred in
downplaying the market role.
26

On page 104, Leamer (2007) devotes a section of his book review of Thomas Friedman’s
The World is Flat to this topic.
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Indeed, if we look at the 1950–1980 sub-sample of the data used as
evidence by Prescott (2007), the period for which ISI policies were most
prevalent, we find average annual per capita GDP growth rates for Latin
America to be 2.7% over this period, better than that for the USA and
roughly on par with the outward-looking part of the globe referred to by
Leamer (2007).27
Diaz-Alejandro (1975) also suggested that the evidence we had at the
time was in an important sense too fragile for the making of confident
policy prescriptions. As he put it:
In history, as in cross-section research . . . our small and young planet does
not seem to provide enough variance or degrees of freedom to test our
theories unambiguously’. (p. 107)

A related point about the evidence of the trade-growth nexus has been
made more recently by Rodriguez and Rodrik (2001). They argue that
econometric problems make the conclusions that trade begets growth also
unreliable. And the World Bank’s The East Asian Miracle: Economic Growth
and Public Policy (1993) offers some support for the idea that ISI strategies
were important precursors of the export-led growth policies eventually
followed by Japan and the East Asian ‘tigers’.
The point is not that there is no evidence that good things happen
to many people as a result of trade. Rather, the question is why evidence
that is less supportive of the idea that there are gains, or that these gains
are due to a combination of policies and not just trade liberalization, gets
short shrift? Diaz-Alejandro (1975) believed that part of the problem came
from the disproportionate influence of Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian
economists, who were overly influenced by their own countries’ positive
experiences with trade liberalization.
Perhaps another reason is that, even though they are scientists,
economists suffer from cognitive dissonance. For example, Magee (1975)
noted that empirical researchers of the 1950s and 1960s who estimated
trade elasticities, ‘free traders’ that they were, had what he suggested may
be ‘a subconscious desire for empirical justification of these normative
judgments’. That is, they easily saw reasons to dismiss estimates that did
not correspond to their subconscious desire to find high trade elasticities.

27

Using data from Summers and Heston (1984), we find that, for example, the average per
capita real GDP growth rates for Brazil and Mexico to be 4.6% and 2.9%, respectively,
while the rates for France and Sweden were 3.6% and 2.7%, respectively. Other examples
were similar, with some noteworthy exceptions like Japan and India.
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4. WHAT MIGHT BE THE ELEMENTS OF A GOOD ARGUMENT
FOR FREE TRADE?
4.1 Be clear about what economic analysis can say about the matter
First, it would seem necessary that economists stipulate at the outset that
advocacy of any policy, be it free trade or protectionism, involves, at some
level, value judgements. This point of view is not new, but has not gained
many adherents over the years. For example, Robbins (1938, p. 637) wrote:
. . . ought it not to be made clear . . . that theories . . . which attempted to
sum social gain or loss, were not, strictly speaking, economic science? . . . as
Mr. Harrod has rightly insisted . . . It was not possible to say that economic
science showed that free trade was justifiable. . .

This was reiterated by I.M.D. Little (1960, p. 257):
The idea that there exists some a priori ground for saying that free trade is
desirable is the direct result of having a welfare theory which ignores the
distribution of real income.

The necessity of such an up-front statement about the inescapable use of
value judgements in discussions of free trade was also addressed by Little
(1960, p. 256):
The implicit assumption that free trade is a good thing . . . is very likely to
give rise to accusations of cant and hypocrisy against those economists, or
politicians, who make this assumption.

Put more bluntly, an argument that defends or advocates a policy of free
trade because it ‘increases the size of the pie’ cannot by and of itself be a
good argument in favour of such a policy. But this does not mean that the
‘increased size of the pie’ result cannot be part of an extended argument
that points out what the implications of policies that increase pie size can
mean for societies over time.
Let me be clear about what I think is not a clear statement of what
economic analysis cannot say about ‘gains from trade’. In a textbook, we
find early on, immediately after a brief description of net national gains as
measured by changes in surplus, the following statement:
There is no escaping the basic point that we cannot compare the welfare
effects on different groups without imposing our subjective weights to the
economic stakes of each group.28

The book goes on to say that ‘economists have tended to resolve the matter
by imposing the value judgement that we shall call the one-dollar, onevote metric . . .’
28

Pugel (2007, p. 26).
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This is a step in the right direction, but needs to expand upon why
economists have ‘tended to resolve the matter . . . ’ Without this expansion,
readers are left to their own devices in figuring out why economists have
tended in this direction. Surely an expansion along the lines found in the
above Public Policy texts would help readers understand this ‘tendency’.
4.2 Make a distinction between policies and one-off choices
Over the years, I have asked many economists the question: ‘Why do you
think economists favour free trade?’ One response that seems to resonate
with many of the economists with which I have discussed this topic goes
as follows: Imagine two distinct economies, one of which embraces free
trade along with other changes in economic circumstances that satisfy the
Hicks–Kaldor compensation criterion, and the other which doesn’t. These
economies persist through time. If you did not know when you were to be
born, into which of these economies would you like to be born?
From such a Rawlsian ‘veil of ignorance’ perspective or Harsanyiesque ‘initial position’, the power of a policy that follows the Hicks–
Kaldor criterion when thought about through time in contrast to a policy
that exalts the status quo through time is most clear. In contrast, when
thought about in a static context, the Hicks–Kaldor criterion has little
force.29
A policy is a rule that tells one what is to be done in certain situations
that occur in different times and places. It appears that many people can
understand that a policy may help one over the long haul, even though
in any instant one might dislike the application of the policy. I favour
enforcement of speed limits as a policy, even though there are times at
which I wish they would be suspended.
Of course, rules are meant to be broken. Under extraordinary
circumstances, an argument can sometimes be made that an otherwise
good policy should be suspended. For example, one might argue that
if offshoring is going to be as disruptive to as many US residents as is
sometimes claimed, then a policy of free trade should be suspended. Of
course, one could argue the other side: suspending the rule destroys its
credibility, and leads to opportunistic behaviour.
For another example, one might argue that trade liberalization should
be a policy of ‘shock therapy’, while others might argue it should be a
policy of piecemeal reform. Shock therapy might have the advantage of
29

In his book Trade and Freedom (2004), James Bacchus, a former WTO Appellate Judge but
non-card-carrying economist, i.e. not someone with a Ph.D. in economics, identifies ‘gains
from trade’ as a long-run policy. While a vigorous advocate of free trade, his arguments are
based on a broad, long-run perspective, and are clear about the role of value judgements
in his advocacy. Perhaps his lack of formal training in economics kept his focus on such
types of arguments.
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not allowing vested interests to coordinate and act to thwart reforms,
while piecemeal reform might reduce adjustment costs.30
The point here is that the subject is open to discussion: one can
disagree on whether the premise of vast dislocations is correct, or one can
argue about the incentive effects of breaking the rule, but there is no a
priori ‘correct’ answer.
4.3 Bring fairness issues into the debate
A key principle of fairness about which most people agree is that
equals should be treated equal. Oftentimes, policies adopted towards
economic interactions between home and foreign countries end up
treating essentially similar citizens of the same country differently.
For example, why should workers in import-competing industries
that are hurt by import penetration be given special consideration in
comparison to workers who lose jobs because of changes in demand,
or changes in technology? Or, why should domestic firms that allege
harm from foreign firm predatory pricing, i.e. foreign dumping, be treated
differently from domestic firms that allege harm from predatory pricing
by domestic firms?
These arguments are straightforward and resonate with most people’s
sense of how a society should treat its members. They are made by
economists in their defence of free trade, but usually as part of a
bundle of arguments about why economists don’t worry about income
distribution.31
There is no reason to entangle these fairness claims with more
problematic issues.
4.4 Focus on the dangers of protectionism
The development of organizations such as the WTO that are designed to
promote free trade was in large part a response to the terrible tragedy of
the Second World War, which in turn was thought to have been brought
on in a significant way by the tariff wars and competitive devaluations of
the interwar years. Indeed it is commonly believed that the formation of
the European precursors to the European Union were in fact started more
as a way to insure against another European war than as a way to reap the
traditional economic advantages of free trade.
While it is beyond an economist’s warrant as an economist to be the
arbiter of what criterion is appropriate for deciding what is ‘good for the
nation as a whole’, it seems that war is such a terrible thing that there
30
31

For the Brazilian trade reforms of 1990, Menezes-Filho and Muendler (2007) estimate
significant unemployment effects over a period of four years.
See the previous discussion about the Krugman and Obstfeld (2009) treatment of this.
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is general agreement that policies that reduce the probability of war are
indeed good for the nation.
Research by political scientists reinforces and expands these ideas
of the founders of the post-war free-trade-promotion organizations. As
argued in Russett and Oneal (2001), among the good things that accrue to
nations that have trading relations with their neighbours is the possibility
of a lower probability of war. They persuasively argue that evidence
shows that trade is one of the three legs that support the ‘stool ‘of Kantian
peace.
4.5 Do what economists do best: emphasize trade-offs
When asked by non-economists, ‘What should I say about the benefits
of free trade to a worker who has lost his job to import competition?’, I
sometimes respond by telling them we as a nation should also care about
the export worker, or the import worker, or the worker in a downstream
industry, who would lose her or his job if imports were curtailed. Or
perhaps I mention that we should also care about the yet-to-be-born
individual who benefits from the bigger pie. What economists are good at
and trained for is to see the trade-offs involved in different policy choices.
These trade-offs are not obvious to non-economists. In fact, this area is
where the textbooks critiqued here and books such as Irwin’s Free Trade
Under Fire or Robert’s The Choice shine.
President Truman allegedly got so tired of hearing economists tell
him ‘on the one hand . . .’ that he wished for a one-armed economist. But
frequently the best advice we can give is a menu of effects that flow from
different choices. Trying to come up with a valid measure of the net effects
is above our expertise.
5. CONCLUSION
At one time, Edward Leamer exhorted our profession to ‘take the con out
of econometrics’ (1983). He wasn’t exhorting economists to stop doing
empirical research, or even to do it in a particularly different fashion.
Rather, he was exhorting them to be forthright about what could be
claimed about the research, e.g. that it was a ‘specification search’. Trade
economists should do likewise: they should be forthright about what and
what not economic analysis has to say about the desirability of free trade,
and they should be forthright about the epistemological basis of their
policy advocacy of free trade.
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